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The Low Carbon Research Institute 

(LCRI) was joined by over 160          

delegates from academia, industry and 

government on 5th and 6th November in 

Llandudno at their fifth annual LCRI 

Conference: Low Carbon Market     

Transitions.  

The conference presented the          

research achievements of the LCRI, 

with speakers from the LCRI’s six       

university partners and their industrial 

collaborators showing how the         

Institute’s research is impacting on the 

Welsh economy, by developing        

technologies and services, creating 

jobs and generating new knowledge. 

The conference brought together a 

wide audience to look holistically at the 

low carbon agenda. It focused on the 

R&D and innovation needed to deliver 

government policy objectives in Wales, 

the UK and internationally, together 

with the technological, economic and 

social challenges and opportunities 

this involves. It was a chance for       

delegates to hear from each of the 

LCRI’s projects, to learn in-depth      

i n f o r m a t i o n  a bo u t  t h e  L C R I              

Convergence Energy Programme, as 

well as to understand the work of the 

wider LCRI. 

Alun Davies AM, Minister for Natural 

Resources and Food opened the      

conference. The Minister said that the 

Welsh Government believes that      

climate change is taking place and is 

c a u s e d  b y  h u m a n  a c t i v i t y . 

The Government aims to achieve a 

successful low carbon transition, while 

addressing poverty and focusing on 

green growth. He confirmed that "the 

LCRI has a central role to play in what 

we want to achieve as a nation in the 

future." 

The key note speakers included        

Professor Phil Jones, LCRI Chair, who 

discussed the need for, and benefits 

of, working towards a low carbon         

economy, and highlighted  the         

contributions of the LCRI’s laboratories 

and test facilities across Wales.       
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Professor Jim Watson, Research      

Director of the UK Energy Research 

Centre (UKERC) gave a presentation on 

“Energy policy in flux: implications for 

electricity markets”. He discussed the 

UK’s low carbon transition, energy    

policy tensions, and the roles electricity 

markets will play in the transition.  

Dr David Clarke, CEO of the Energy 

Technologies Institute, gave a     

presentation on “Creating an            

affordable energy system for the UK: 

It’s a question of innovation”. This   

discussed the challenge presented by 

the UK’s growing energy needs,    

choices between the various energy 

source options available, and the need 

for a secure and sustainable energy 

mix.   

Malcolm Grimston, Honorary Senior 

Research Fellow from Imperial College 

London presented “The Challenges of 

delivering Nuclear New Build even 

when the UK Government wants it.”  

He explored the costs and benefits of 

investment in nuclear power, and the 

socio-economic factors affecting the 

process.  

The two day event included breakout 

sessions, comprising of presentations, 

talks, discussions and Q&As led by the 

LCRI Convergence Energy programme 

projects and their industrial partners: 

Large Scale Power Generation (LSPG), 

Low Carbon Built Environment (LCBE), 

Hydrogen, Welsh Energy Sector      

Training (WEST), Solar Photovoltaic 

Academic Research Consortium 

(SPARC), Marine, Scenario Modelling 

and Smart Operation for a Low Carbon 

Energy Region (SOLCER) as well as the 

LCRI’s Bioenergy team based in       

Aberystwyth University.  

The conference also included 15      

exhibitors consisting of the LCRI      

Convergence projects, the Bioenergy 

team, as well as the Built Environment 

Sustainability Training (BEST) project, 

the Climate Change Consortium for 

Wales, SEACAMS, SLR Consulting,    

Anglesey Energy Island Programme, 

and the Energy Innovation Centre.  

Professor Phil Jones, LCRI Chair said: 

“This year’s annual LCRI conference 

demonstrated the range of outputs 

now being delivered, and in particular 

how the different subject areas are 

working together and with strong     

industry partnerships. This lays the 

grounds for the LCRI’s future research 

activities.” 

Professor Peter Pearson, Director of 

the LCRI said: "What we have shown 

through this conference is how much 

can be achieved through cooperation 

across disciplines, research teams and 

Welsh universities, working with      

partners in industry and local           

government, and with partners in other 

UK, European and international       

universities, supported by research 

funds from the UK research councils, 

industry and Europe." 

LCRI Chair Phil Jones, Professor Jim Watson, Dr David Clarke, Malcolm Grimston, and LCRI 

Director Peter Pearson 

LCRI Director Peter Pearson, with the LCRI Panel at the closing meeting of  the conference 
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This autumn saw the Low Carbon     

Research Institute’s (LCRI) Scenario 

Modelling team present their research 

at two workshops in north and south 

Wales, which attracted a total of over 

70 delegates across the two days. The 

workshops, entitled “Developing robust 

data and methodologies to secure   

investment and improve housing    

quality in Wales”, were held at the  

Bridgend Waterton Business Centre, 

and the Conwy Junction Business    

Centre on 14th and 15th October.  

The events were held in collaboration 

between the LCRI, the Welsh School of 

Architecture, and Welsh Government. 

They aimed to examine how the  

research produced by the Low Carbon 

Research Institute and Retrofit 2050 

projects can be used to identify and 

target areas that would benefit from 

investments in the context of ECO and 

other retrofit schemes.  

 

They showcased some of the            

residential energy modelling tools     

developed by the LCRI teams, to key 

stakeholders from policy, housing and 

industry.  

The event included presentations by 

the LCRI’s Scenario Modelling team.   

Professor Malcolm Eames discussed 

“Retrofit research at the Welsh School 

of Architecture”, Dr Aliki Georgakaki   

presented her research “Top down 

modelling of domestic retrofit potential 

for Wales”, and Simon Lannon’s talk 

was entitled “EPC data and its          

potential to deliver impact”.  

 

The discussion session of the work-

shops focused on issues of data     

quality, modelling, and future research 

required to maximise investment in 

retrofit for communities in Wales.    

Professor Malcolm Eames said “Given 

the increasing uncertainty over the  

future of green levies, it is vitally      

important that we maximise whatever 

investment is available to make much 

needed improvements to the Welsh 

Housing stock. Having access to the 

right data is critical to that task.  

 

These events were an opportunity for 

the Scenario Modelling team to 

demonstrate the data and research we 

have produced to external stakehold-

ers and policy makers who will be  

making decisions about future housing 

stock refits.”   

Scenario Modelling Team Head North and South 

Simon Lannon and Professor Malcolm Eames (below) presenting their research in the Scenario Modelling workshops 
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The Large Scale Power Generation 

(LSPG) project within the LCRI has 

been investigating the technical     

challenges faced in the utilisation of       

alternative fuels in Gas Turbine (GT) 

systems.  

Governmental regulations for gas    

turbine emissions are becoming       

increasingly more stringent. The       

demand for new improved designs with 

ultra-low pollutant emissions is rapidly 

moving to the forefront of combustor                

development.  Swirl burner combustor 

designs are emerging as the preferred 

method to  ach ieve  emiss ion              

requirements for power generation 

while maintaining the high combustion  

efficiency and good flame stability 

characteristics of conventional        

combustors. 

Over the last few years, the LSPG work 

package team have been working    

towards the design, manufacture, and 

commissioning of a generic swirl    

burner.  

The burner is ready to be installed into 

the high pressure optical rig at the Gas 

Turbine Research Centre (GTRC); it is 

the culmination of many years work 

and will allow the project to proceed 

with the final research work packages. 

The burner will represent a large scale 

GT system running on syngas, and   

allows the team to research and      

predict combustion characteristics 

such as flame location and conditions 

for flash back and blow off.  

 The LSPG staff will produce data that 

will enable them to analyse renewable 

and alternative fuel mixtures and    

conduct  combust ion  s tab i l i t y             

experiments involving raised pressures 

and temperatures, as well as using the 

results to verify computational fluid 

dynamic models. 

The burner will allow internal         

measurements of dynamic pressure 

changes with a full measurement suite 

for Gas Analysis and Particulate Matter 

characterisation, at a far greater level 

of accuracy than the current              

atmospheric rig.  

With gas consumption and emissions 

being controlled by such a variety of 

factors, such as percentages of the 

fuel mixes, temperature, pressure, 

steam inclusion, the smallest changes 

can make the difference between the 

amount of fuel being consumed, and 

the amount of emissions being         

produced.   

By being able to make small changes 

in conditions, the burner allows the 

LSPG team to refine and pin-point 

burner design and fuel mixes to the 

highest level of efficiency possible. The 

smallest improvements can be the  

difference in a tiny percentage of     

decreasing cost or carbon production, 

but over the course of a year, this can 

add up to a massive saving.  

Steve Morris, manager of Cardiff      

University’s GTRC centre said : “The 

new high pressure burner will enable 

data to be taken at realistic gas turbine 

operating conditions of increased pow-

er, elevated pressure and temperature.  

This is important for the future          

development of clean, efficient, low 

carbon combustion systems that can 

utilise renewable and alternative      

gaseous fuels for power generation. 

The next couple of months will be a 

very exciting time commissioning the 

new burner and understanding its     

operating characteristics.”  

LSPG - Power Generation with Swirl Burner 

LSPG’s Swirl Burner 
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The LCRI’s Marine team aims to work 

with industry partners to assist with the 

development ,  product ion and           

deployment of devices and services 

that utilise marine and wave energy to 

generate renewable and clean power.  

Dr John Chapman of Low Carbon     

Research Institute’s (LCRI) Marine 

team has been collaborating with     

Marine Power Systems (MPS), based in 

Swansea. Marine Power Systems Ltd 

was founded in August 2008 by Dr 

Gareth Stockman and Dr Graham    

Foster, with the sole purpose of       

developing and bringing to market the 

WaveSub wave energy converter.  

Wave energy converters are devices 

designed to extract the kinetic energy 

of waves and the movement of the 

sea. The WaveSub converter utilises a 

subsurface orbiting float that directly 

harnesses the energy flow of waves, 

leading to excellent energy capture. 

Dr Chapman has been working with 

MPS to develop a 1/30th scale tank 

prototype of the WaveSub device. The 

prototype has allowed MPS to test and 

demonstrate the properties and       

features of the Wavesub, which       

includes a system which allows it to 

automatically adjust to optimum depth, 

and protect itself by dropping safely 

below stormy seas. It is also easy to 

transport, and relatively cheap to   

manufacture.  

The device is currently undergoing test-

ing to demonstrate the unique selling 

points of the WaveSub and to validate 

computer models of its performance.   

Dr Chapman said “This is a key step in 

the development of MPS’s concept. 

This research allows their claims to be 

investigated independently at relatively 

low cost and will enable progression to 

the next stage of development for the 

company.” 

Dr Ian Masters, Principal Investigator 

of the LCRI Marine team said “MPS are 

a fantastic example of a start-up      

company which was formed by two 

Swansea University students and    

incubated within the University system 

with assistance from the LCRI. The 

WaveSub device has a real potential to 

become a disruptive technology of the 

future, and certainly one that we are 

keen to support.”   

The WaveSub has recently won the 

East of England Energy Group (EEEGR) 

Energy Innovation Award 2013. In    

addition, MPS has been named in the 

Green 100 and on the Shell Spring-

board Competition. It has also been 

awarded the Autodesk Cleantech   

Partner status.   

Dr Gareth Stockman, Managing Direc-

tor of MPS said “The commitment from 

Swansea University and the LCRI with 

Dr John Chapman completing our    

prototype has meant a step change for 

MPS. The data that will be collected as 

a result of the sophisticated prototype 

will undoubtedly create the confidence 

needed for investors to support the 

next stage of development – a quarter 

scale demonstrator.” 

Marine Researcher helps MPS Rule the Waves 

The MPS team receiving the EEEGR Energy Innovation Award, and Dr John Chapman (below) 
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The Welsh Energy Sector Training 

(WEST) project embarked on a cross 

country tour around Wales in            

November to promote the launch of 

their new training courses. The WEST 

project aims to help people within the 

Welsh Energy Sector and beyond to 

develop skills to aid the utilisation and 

uptake of the new technologies       

deve loped th rough the  LCRI              

programme. This will ensure that the 

latest research is disseminated to   

people working within the relevant  

sectors, keeping the workforce within 

the Welsh Energy Sector up to date 

with industry developments and       

remaining competitive within the job 

market.  

It also provides an opportunity for     

people who are considering a future 

career change to find out about       

various aspects of the energy sector. 

The WEST road show began at the 

LCRI Conference 2013 in Llandudno, 

and included visits to Aberystwyth, 

Swansea and Cardiff. The breakfast 

events included introductions by 

WEST’s Director, Dr Julie Gwilliam and 

WEST’s Project Manager, Dr Vicki     

Stevenson, as well as presentations by 

the WEST theme representatives for 

Marine Energy, Hydrogen Technology, 

Large Scale Power Generation, Low 

Carbon Built Environment and Solar 

Photovoltaics.  

The WEST team is developing training 

courses at levels 4 and above based 

on the latest research in the themes. 

All the courses are accredited by      

Agored Cymru. WEST training is fully 

funded for people working or living 

within Convergence areas of Wales 

and Welsh translations will be        

available.  

Gareth Potter, WEST’s Marine           

representative, said “The marine team 

has developed two exciting ‘taster’ 

modules that provide an introduction 

into the design of wave and tidal     

marine energy devices. We are really 

looking forward to delivering these       

modules, which are underpinned by 

the world class research that we have 

been undertaking as part of the LCRI 

Marine project.” 

The courses will enable participants to 

develop skills relating to new technolo-

gies, and have been designed to be 

accessed easily by busy professionals. 

There are a variety of 1 and 10 credit 

courses, utilising a blend of face-to-

face teaching and distance learning. 

This will allow the students to          

maximise the effectiveness of their 

learning time.  

Vicki Stevenson, Project Manager for 

WEST said “This road show was a     

fantastic way to launch the upcoming 

WEST modules, and we had over 80 

delegates attending the sessions. Our 

team has been working hard to        

develop the content for these courses.  

Now that the Welsh School of           

Architecture has been granted the     

status of Learning Centre by Agored 

Cymru, we are looking forward to   

meeting our first course participants in 

the New Year.” 

To learn more about the WEST project 

and the courses available, please visit: 

www.westproject.org.uk 

WEST Launches Courses with Cross Country Road Show 

WEST Project Manager Vicki Stevenson and Project Director Julie Gwilliam  
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The Low Carbon Research Institute’s 

(LCRI) Environmental Sustainability 

Officer, Matthew Jones, works with 

companies within the Welsh           

Convergence areas, to help develop 

Environmental Management Systems 

(EMS) and Equality and Diversity (E&D)    

strategies. This allows businesses to 

improve their compliance with          

legislation, make financial savings, 

and improve their corporate image, all 

whilst reducing their environmental 

impacts. 

One of the companies Matthew has 

been working with is Solarwise, based 

in Caerphilly. Solarwise is an energy 

efficiency survey and installation    

company for the domestic market.  

The company is currently adopting its   

business model to become both an 

Assessor and Installer under the 

Green Deal legislation, aimed at      

encouraging energy-efficient measures 

and the use of renewable energy   

technologies in domestic buildings. 

Solarwise employs 20 staff, as well   

as sub-contractors, and the company 

is currently in the process of expand-

ing.   

Solarwise was keen to work with the 

LCRI to implement a formal EMS and 

E&D system, which could be certified 

at a later date.  

Because of the nature of the services 

offered by Solarwise, the staff and 

management team are aware of the 

value of positive environmental poli-

cies within a working environment. 

They are keen to incorporate them 

within their working practices and    

internal structure. An EMS system will 

expand upon their current environ-

mental and energy-efficiency training. 

By looking at their waste and procure-

ment practices through increased 

monitoring, the staff will be able to 

track their         environmental impacts 

and help     reduce them.  

Having these measures in place as 

part of a formal EMS will allow the 

company to apply for an external     

certification or badge of approval, 

which will in turn show customers that 

they practice what they preach. 

Matthew Jones said “ By working with 

the LCRI, Solarwise will be able to 

build upon their current environmental 

practises, and implement changes 

that will allow them to monitor and 

reduce their carbon output and        

environmental impact, as well as     

saving them money.” 

Solarwise Goes Green with LCRI 

The Solarwise team with the LCRI’s Environmental Sustainability Officer, Matthew Jones 
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LCRI’s Dr Vincent Barrioz is a      

member of the SPARC team based in 

the Centre for Solar Energy Research 

with Glyndŵr University.  He            

s p e c i a l i s e s  i n  r e s e a r c h i n g              

innovations in thin film solar        

photovoltaics.  A Thin Film PV 

(photovoltaic) cell is made up of a 

substrate – for example, a sheet of 

glass – that is coated with very thin 

layers of semiconductor materials.  

This allows the cell to convert solar 

radiation into electricity. Originally 

used in tiny strips to power            

calculators, thin film photovoltaic 

cells are now being produced in 

much larger modules to harness  

renewable energy from the sun.  

The material and manufacturing    

process is very important, as the 

cells need to be light in weight, and 

as efficient as possible, whilst also 

being cheap and relatively easy to 

produce. The current thin film solar 

PV efficiency world record stands at 

roughly 19%, which means that the 

most efficient solar PV cell, made of 

cadmium telluride, can convert 19% 

of solar radiation into electricity.  

There are various processes used to 

coat the substrate with the           

photovoltaic materials, and one of 

them is the MOCVD (metalorganic 

chemical vapour deposition) method.  

In  essence, the thin PV cells pass 

through a reaction zone, forming 

parts on an assembly line. They are 

coated with various chemical        

elements, and then pass through a 

contained zone filled with gases. 

Within this zone,  chemical            

reactions take place and thin  layers 

of photovoltaic material are          

deposited on each cell.  

As part of the SPARC project, Dr    

Barrioz and his team have been   

developing an in-line system that will 

improve the efficiency of the PV 

cells, increase the speed at which 

the photovoltaic material is           

deposited on each cell, and reduce 

the amount of material required. This 

will increase the production    

throughout and  decrease the cost of 

production, whilst maintaining and 

improving the efficiency of the cells.  

Dr Barr ioz  sa id  “The new            

chamberless MOCVD system         

developed by the CSER team offers 

great potential to develop advanced 

materials for thin film PV and        

improve their    conversion   efficien-

cies, on rigid or flexible substrates. 

The LCRI funded SPARC project has 

been a fantastic opportunity and we 

are confident that this is the          

beginning of a successful story for 

thin film PV   manufacture in and for 

Wales.”  

Professor Irvine said “This has been 

an extremely challenging and       

exciting project that has taken all the 

ingenuity of the CSER team and our 

industrial partner, Scanwel to design 

and build this in-line system.  Its  

success is testament to their        

creativity and enthusiasm.” 

SPARC Case Study: In-Line System 

The MOCVD system, and Dr Vincent Barrioz 
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LCRI’s Smart Operation for a Low     

Carbon Energy Region (SOLCER)      

project is focusing on combining low 

carbon technologies into systems 

which include renewable energy supply 

to appropriate storage to efficient,   

reduced demand. Over the last few 

months, each of the SOLCER work 

packages have been making strong   

progress, both with their research, and 

through developing and engaging with 

industry partners.  

At the Centre for Solar Energy          

Research (CSER) in North Wales, the 

SOLCER team have been developing 

monolithically integrated solar        

photovoltaic (PV) cells, to achieve     

micro-module PV cells.  

A monolithically integrated PV cell    

consists of a number of layers that are 

mechanica l ly  and e lectr ica l ly           

connected. SOLCER staff from Glyndŵr 

and Swansea  Universities are         

collaborating to test the  efficiency and 

reliability of these modules, which will 

be used to   demonstrate the potential 

for thin film PV technology within a 

smart grid    system. The SOLCER team 

have also installed test rigs at various 

sites around Wales based on the      

system led approach.  

In the Optic Centre in Glyndŵr Universi-

ty, the team has designed and         

installed a DC lead system, consisting 

of an existing solar panel PV wall, a DC    

electricity supply, a battery bank, and 

LED lighting.  

The team are now testing and          

analysing the best way to make energy 

savings within a DC system. Staff from 

SOLCER’s Work packages 1 and 2 

have collaborated with an industry 

partner, Links Electrical, who have   

provided an onsite electrician to help   

develop and install this system, as well 

as create a database to monitor the 

results.  

Work packages 2 and 4 have           

developed a test rig at the Welsh 

School of Architecture in Cardiff        

University. This system consists of a 

wind turbine and PV panels that      

connect up to a bank of batteries. 

These provide and store energy for 

LED tube lights, a Nettop PC, TV, 

fridge, desk lamp and laptop charger 

in an office in the Bute building. The 

battery bank is charged by 100%     

renewable energy, and meters have 

been installed at all interconnections 

to monitor performance.  

LCRI’s Hydrogen project uses          

electrolysers to separate water into 

Hydrogen and Oxygen. The SOLCER 

team have constructed 2 electrolyser 

rigs at the Hydrogen centre in Baglan. 

One is fed by a DC current from a 

standard solar PV array, and the other 

is fed by an AC current.  

Additional tests are being undertaken 

at the Baglan site, looking at hydrogen 

compression and gas storage systems, 

fuel cells, and an alternative electrolys-

er system. The team is also working 

with an     industry partner, ITM Power, 

on the development of a prototype    

electrolyser.  

Jo Patterson, SOLCER’s Project          

Manager said “These are just a few 

examples of the exciting work being 

carried out by the SOLCER team. It is 

fantastic opportunity to be able to 

combine the technologies and               

research developed by the LCRI           

projects so far and by monitoring the                

performance of the systems we aim to 

optimise the use of the energy           

generated from renewables by storing 

and using it as efficiently as possible 

to reduce costs and emissions.” 

SOLCER Rigs are Up and Running 

Simon Lannon and Richard Lewis of the SOLCER team 
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 WEST courses launch Spring 2014 

 SOLCER dissemination event coming Spring 2014 

 Marine Energy Pembrokeshire 5th Annual Industry Seminar  - March 

13th 2014 

EVENTS COMING UP 

LCRI Convergence Energy Programme News is a bi-monthly newsletter to promote the work and 

achievements of the LCRI Convergence projects.  

 

If you have any stories that you’d like us to include, please contact the  

LCRI Publicity Officer, Jo Daniel. 

DanielJ3@cardiff.ac.uk   

02920 870003 

www.lcriconvergence.ac.uk  

www.lcri.org.uk 

The LCRI 

The LCRI Convergence Energy Programme was launched in September 2009, with 

funding of more than £15 million from the European Regional Development Fund, 

through the Welsh Government and matched with £19 million from Welsh           

universities and industry. 

 


